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ABSTRACT 
Protože je vždy problém s použitím šablony, definova-

ných stylů a formátů, je v následujícím stručný popis, jak je 
co provedeno a jak toho lze použít pro dosažení požadova-
ného výsledku.  

V případě, že Vám nebude tato pomoc a vysvětlení do-
statečné, pak se prosím obraťte na autora uvedeného 
v titulku článku. (Abstrakt pište anglicky, stejně tak klíčová 
slova – Keywords.)   

Keywords: Formatting, Styles, Applications  

1 ÚVOD 
Formátování textu a tedy i šablona je založeno na meziná-

rodním standardu pro formát A4. 
Účelem této šablony a popisu je: 
 Standardní sazba textu pro formát A4, 
 Jednotná úprava jednotlivých příspěvků, 
 Účelem popisu je poskytnout uživateli kvalitní infor-

mace o nutnostech a možnostech užití šablony a edito-
ru  za účelem dosažení požadované sazby textu.   

2 APLIKACE ŠABLONY 
Zde jsou ve stručnosti uvedeny podstatné aplikační pro-

cedury v souvislosti s formátováním textu podle šablonového 
souboru *.dot v prostředí MS WORDu. Tedy například pou-
žití stylů písma, vložení a popis obrázků, tabulek, vztahů 
s uplatněním a využitím interaktivních odkazů, apod. 

Šablonu je nejvhodnější nakopírovat do složky šablon, 
která je obvykle umístěna v „C:\Windows\Aplication Da-
ta\Microsoft\Šablony (Templates)“. Je však možné založit 
nový dokument na základě šablony dvojitým kliknutím na 
soubor šablony *.dot. Otevře se program MS Word a nový 
dokument vytvořený z dané šablony. Pokud čtete tento text, 
zřejmě již k takovému otevření došlo a v záhlaví okna pro-
gramu by měl být název nového dokumentu např. Doku-
ment1. Tento dokument již můžete libovolně editovat a 
ukládat pod vaším zvoleným jménem souboru bez rizika 
ovlivnění výchozí šablony. 

2.1 Použití předdefinovaných stylů textu 
Předdefinované styly, určené k formátování textu článků, 

jsou popsány dvoujazyčně (a nebo jen anglicky). Tedy první 
je popis v českém jazyce a ze pomlčkou následuje popis v 
anglickém jazyce. Navíc jsou popisy požadovaných stylů 
uvozeny a ukončeny hvězdičkou. Ty styly, které jsou obsa-
hem standardní šablony a k dispozici v každé šabloně, jsou 

závislé na jazykové verzi editoru a tedy nepřípustné pro užití. 
Proto mají v popisu dovětek „Do not use“ (Nepoužívat). 
Například „Nadpis 1,Do not use“. 

Rozhodně prosím neměňte atributy jednotlivých stylů a 
vůbec celé šablony.   

Předdefinované styly pro názvy kapitol 
Pro názvy kapitol a podkapitol jsou k dispozici tři úrovně 

nazvané „Nadpis 1 – Heading 1“ až 3, které jsou jediné pří-
pustné.  

Základní struktura kapitol v tomto editoru je pro článek 
vypuštěna, proto opakujeme - styly s označením „Do not use“ 
nepoužívejte. Je to z důvodu spojitosti jazykové verze editoru 
s vytvářením hypertextových odkazů do struktur jako obsah, 
rejstřík autorů, apod. 

Styl „*Normální – Body of paper*“ 
Stejně jako pro názvy kapitol je pro tělo článku použit 

zvláštní styl označený „Normální – Body of parer“. Za nor-
málních okolností se vnucený styl „Normální“, opět 
s označením „Do not use“, nenastaví.  

V dokumentu je automaticky nastaven pro jednotlivé sty-
ly jazyk a dělení slov. V české verzi český a anglický – abs-
trakt a v anglické verzi anglický, pro jinou jazykovou verzi je 
třeba u příslušného stylu změnit jazyk (z důvodu slovní záso-
by a kontroly pravopisu).  

V případě, že budete chtít Váš článek vytisknout na počí-
tači s malým výkonem, může se stát, že se operace nezdaří. 
V tom případě vypněte automatické dělení slov v menu „Ná-
stroje – Jazyk – Dělení slov“. Výsledná sazba textu se změní 
a proto toto využívejte jen pro vlastní korekturu. Nebo může-
te automatické dělení slov vypnout a využít ručního dělení. 
Každopádně pro výsledný vzhled je požadováno, aby dělení 
slov bylo v zaslaném článku použito.    

2.2 Autoři 
Pod názvem článku jsou vždy uvedeni autoři a to ve for-

mátu, který je zde použit. Pod jmény autorů jsou uvedeny 
bližší informace, které jsou ve stylu „Authors description“.  
Vlastní obsah popisu je volitelnou záležitostí, ale bylo by 
vhodné, kdyby obsahoval náležitosti jako v tomto článku. 
Indexaci používejte pro rozdílné informace o autorech, dle 
vzoru. Pokud je tedy více než jeden autor a každý je z jiného 
pracoviště, bude pod každým indexem zvlášť úplný soupis 
důležitých informací o daném autorovy. Nebo může být pou-
žita varianta viz. vzor.     
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ABSTRACT

The paper describes an innovative approach to the explo-
ration of the power distribution network reliability problem.
The approach is based on dynamic modeling of the power
distribution network features, its failures and their conse-
quences. The actual modeling processes are conducted by
a network of independent and autonomous software agents
whose behavior is defined by a declarative language. A
particular network model can be machine-generated on the
basis of a real-life failure database data. The hypothesis
is that we can bring new findings to the research field by
joining the real-life statistical data with the highly flexible
multi-agent simulation.

Keywords – reliability; power distribution network mod-
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1 INTRODUCTION

Institutional changes taking place all over the world
change drastically the approach to power supply reliability.
It develops towards a purely commercial matter between
suppliers and their customers. The supply that does not
comply with agreed qualitative parameters will lead to trade
disputes and financial settlements. So-called undelivered
energy, including its valuation, arrives on the scene.

The world centers of reliability analyses provide elec-
tronic databases of information about availability of elec-
tronic and no electronic components and distribution func-
tion of kind of failure. Unfortunately, databases do not
contain data about electric power equipments operated in
our conditions.

To determine the reliability of network elements and the
supply of electrical energy to consumers, it is necessary
to observe failures and outages in the transmission and
distribution of electrical energy. The calculation of probably
unsupplied energy is only possible just on the basis of results
of reliability calculations.

What is of great importance is the connection of databases
of regional distribution companies to the overall database
that will be continuously supplemented and broadened. In
this way the statistically significant set of data will be
created that will better and more quickly describe the real
condition of network equipment. For this reason, data nec-
essary for the analysis of component reliability is processed
centrally at the research workplace at the VŠB - Technical

University of Ostrava, Czech Republic. However, it is also
necessary to unify the processing of data on failures and
outages in particular companies so that reliability results
could be compared.

1.1 History of Failure Monitoring
Calculation of reliability of equipment started to be use

in the area of military engineering. In this area the theory of
reliability computations is best elaborated. A lot of reliability
theories arose during guided missiles development.

The Research of electric power system reliability started
in the 40th of last century in the U.S.A., later in the USSR
and Great Britain. From the 50th the research of electric
power system reliability has carried on in all developed
countries.

In the former Czechoslovakia electric power system relia-
bility started to be discussed even during 60th of last century.
The turning point in monitoring of the reliability was 1974
when the Regulations 2/74 for electric power systems CEZ
and SEP were released. These regulations unified monitoring
of failures, outages and damaged equipments for all distri-
bution companies in Czechoslovakia. Since 1975 exclusive
database of failures and outages began to rise.

Technical aspects of this database were corresponding
to the period of its creation; workers manually filled in
particular items into the uniform forms according to uniform
codebook. Then total database was saved in the form of
text files. Of course, it made more difficult to work with
database, evaluating of inquiries was slow and a lot of
processing (e.g. mean failure duration evaluation) had to be
made manually from separate printing groups. Nevertheless,
this database was (and is) very valuable background for
reliability determination. Unfortunately, the database filling
has been stopped since 1990 because of political and social
changes. Separate distribution companies obtained indepen-
dence and they have started introducing their own systems
for monitoring of reliability since the 90th of last century.
Total database was not form further.

Specialist group of ČK CIRED started to deal with
problems of reliability. First calls for reintegrating databases
of failures and electric power supply outages from REAS
were already claimed at the first meeting of this group
in 1997 where the questions about methods of reliability
calculations were discussed. At the meeting of REAS in
1999 there were decided that they would uniformly monitor



global indices of reliability and also reliability of chosen
pieces of equipment and that data necessary for analyses of
item reliability and global indices would be stored centrally
at the research workplace of the Department of Electrical
Power Engineering VŠB - TU Ostrava where item reliability
would be also processed. Data would be hand on and process
since the year 2000.

1.2 Reliability Calculations
The majority of reliability calculations are performed in

the following way. On the basis of the knowledge of relia-
bilities of particular elements of the system, the calculation
of total system reliability is executed. That is why the
reliability calculations have two basic phases. The first phase
represents input reliability data acquisition, the second phase
then reliability calculation itself. The next phase may be
the evaluation of computing results, or the determination of
reliability increasing measures.

In virtue of experience it is necessary to state that in most
cases, the acquisition of reliable input reliability data is far
more complicated and labor-intensive than the performance
of reliability calculation itself.

1.2.1 Main Objectives of Monitoring
The principal goal of monitoring events occurring in

the distribution networks is to secure the reliable supply
of electrical energy to consumers in accordance with the
Distribution Network Grid Code [2]. The rate of reliability
may be determined from databases of events by means of
global indices of supply reliability or reliability indices of
particular elements.

1.2.2 System-Oriented Data
The majority of utilities create statistics for the reliability

of network components, including lines, transformers, etc.
They are especially collected to identify an unreliable piece
of equipment and to be used as the input into probability
calculations of system behavior.

Basic data on the reliability of equipment and elements
of systems is as follows:

• Failure rates of particular pieces of equipment and
elements.

• Outages of the piece of equipment due to maintenance
and inspections.

• Outages of the piece of equipment due to operating
works on the piece itself and labor safety securing in
the vicinity of live parts of the distribution system.

This data serves to evaluate properties of pieces of equip-
ment already operated (or a piece of equipment of the
certain type of the selected supplier), to select new pieces of
equipment, to assess the time suitable for restoring pieces of
equipment at the end of their lives, to choose the operating
mode of the HV network node, and others.

1.2.3 Customer-Oriented Data
This data is processed in the statistics concentrated on

customers’ ideas about supply quality in a form of quality
indices oriented towards customers’ needs.

The reliability of supply to the given customer may be
usually assessed by the following so-called “global indices”:

• The number of interruptions (outage number/year/-
customer).

• The total duration of all interruptions (min/year/-
customer).

• The average duration of one interruption (min/outage).
These indices recommended for this purpose by UNIPEDE
characterize the mean average reliability of supply and its
consequences from the customer’s point of view. They are
usable primarily in relation to consulting firms, governing
bodies and comparison between particular REAS. Basic
data on connections of new customers represents a special
utilization; indices being related to the points of supply.

However, in relation to common customers the limits,
within which these indices move, and the distribution of
their rates are important.

Failure rates of certain components tend to vary with
age [1], [2]. A graph that is commonly used to represent how
a component’s failure rate changes with time is the bathtub
curve [3]. Many parameters in the field of reliability vary
from component to component or from situation to situation.
Random variables are represented by probability distribution
functions [4], [5], [6], [7].

Failure rates of overhead distribution equipment are, in
general, very system specific due to their dependence on
geography, weather, animals and other factors [8].

2 MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS
As opposed to the classical software design which is

based on the monolithic or at least central-directed approach
which can easily reach its boundaries as to the complexity
of the simulated problem or resource usage effectiveness
(scalability), multi-agent systems approach is based on the
ground-up design whose main idea is to focus on the
functions of the fundamental system components perceived
as black boxes and defined by their behaviour rather than
their data and code structure. In this point of view, multi-
agent systems (MAS) can be seen as a new form of the
objective-oriented software design. With such a design,
software system can be easily decomposed and decentralized
which leads to better scalability and maintainability.

Every component of the MAS (an "agent") is strictly
autonomous. The agent takes actions and makes decisions
based solely on its knowledge of the surrounding world.
This eliminates the requirement of a central management
and data-storing unit which can easily form a bottleneck of
a system. On the contrary, in the MAS there are only local
interactions between agents.

Another difference is a mean of the data flow and informa-
tion (knowledge) interchange in the system. In the traditional
software design, there must be a preliminary (central) plan
of what data should be interchanged between the software
entities. This data are sent at the "discretion" of the data-
producing/owning entity. This we can call a "push strategy".
On the other hand, communication in a MAS is based on
the decision of the agent that some piece of information is
really necessary for his actions and therefore it is acquired
from the agent which owns the information. This can be
called a "pull strategy".

This data-exchange strategy ensures that only really nec-
essary data is propagated through the agent network and in



Fig. 1: Testing Rice installation in a virtual machine environment for easy deployment.

particular makes it possible to simulate highly complex and
dynamically changing environment because no preliminary
knowledge about the data flow is needed and so no such
mechanisms have to be hard-coded into the system which
would make it less flexible for the new future configurations.

As you can easily see, the crucial thing for the imple-
mentation of a problem by using a MAS (aside of the
implementation of the MAS communication infrastructure
itself) is to define the behavior of the agents. In our work we
have focused on the development of the behavior-definition
mechanism (and corresponding format) which:

• will be suitable for the simulation of the power distri-
bution network features and problems

• will profit of the data gathered in the traditional power
network failure databases

Below we will briefly present the main outlines of our
system.

3 THE SIMULATOR

Our simulator, whose prototype is called Rice [9], is
based on the simulation of real power distribution network
facilities by individual agents. Topology of the network is
based on the ad hoc established inter-agent information
flow. With such a design we can simulate network with
dynamic topology and even dynamically add and remove
its components or change their behavior.

3.1 Technical Overview
Rice is built using the distributed approach with agents

to computers in M:N possible combinations which allows
us to use different deployment strategies varying from the

whole system installed on one computer up to the highly-
distributed scenario with one resource-consuming agent on
one dedicated machine.

The communication between agents is based on the
CORBA/TCP location [10] and remote procedure invocation
layer combined with the standard KQML/content language
semantic layer [11]. This environment is platform and
language independent, making it possible to have different
parts of the system implemented in different programming
languages and even on different operating systems. For our
daily development we use Linux and MacOS with Java and
Python.

At present time we are examining the usage of the
self-contained system image based on the Linux operating
system which can be used as a virtual machine image or a
cluster-node image for the deployment of the system in the
highly distributed scenario, see the Figure 1.

3.2 Agents
The simulator is based on individual entities called agents.

Every agent is a standalone program which uses predefined
library primitives for constituting its behavior. The behavior
definition is designed as a collection of simple actions
triggered by the changes of the agent knowledge base and
changes of its surrounding environment. From this point of
view the current state of the simulator is based on so-called
reactive agents, but future development into more complex
agents is open.

The main behavior components are:
• Subscription – mechanism used for subscribing for

some knowledge of another agent. When the knowl-



<agent class="BasicFacility" type="A_RL_NODE" name="N1">
<init>
<knowledge name="lastPowerFlow" value="0"/>
<knowledge name="powerFlow" value="0"/>
<knowledge name="maxPowerFlow" value="10000"/>
</init>
</agent>

Fig. 2: The XML definition of the properties of the source node.

edge changes, the subscriber is informed. E.g. agent
B subscribes for the knowledge about the status of
power output of agent A. This means that agent B
will be automatically informed about every change of
characteristics of the output voltage of the agent A.
When outage comes to the agent A, agent B can decide
to propagate the outage or to switch to another input.
Unsubscription of the knowledge means that agent is
no more interested in its value and its propagation is
stopped. Such an action can be done e.g. if the network
topology is to be changed and agent A is no more the
input of the agent B.

• Message handlers – these functions are triggered when
some defined messages arrive at the agent.

• In-reply-to handlers – used for filtering of the arriving
messages, preferably for reacting to answers to the
previously sent questions and subscriptions

• Missing value generators – function used for gener-
ating some values which are not present in the agent
knowledge base

• Knowledge generators – function generating some par-
ticular knowledge value. It is triggered every time the
knowledge is accessed.

• Knowledge change handlers – function triggered when-
ever the value of its associated knowledge changes.

• Timer event – single or recurring time-based events
• Event database – the handlers can use built-in event

database methods to save knowledge values for off-
line data postprocessing (statistical analysis, chart gen-
erations, etc.) The gathered data can be exported to
standard formats.

These behavior definition components are designed to be
independent pieces of code and thus the same functions can
be assigned to the different agents. The overall behavior
of the particular agents (and therefore the behavior of the
whole simulator) is constituted from the configuration and
communication of these small primitives.

3.3 XML Format and Machine Generated Behavior
The principle of the independent separated behavior items

design was led by the motivation to develop a behavior
definition for agents which could be computer-generated on
the basis of the real-life gathered statistical data from the al-
ready existing failure databases. For making this cooperation
possible we have developed an XML format for describing
the behavior elements set ascribed to the particular agents
in the network.

At present this format is used for defining the above

mentioned handlers (by embedding Python code directly in
the XML) and defining which elements are to be used in
which agents. The format also specifies the initial state of
the knowledge bases of the agents, building up the input for
the action/reaction handler codes. Thus the parameters of the
agents behavior are based on the statistical data gathered in
the failure databases.

3.4 Example
In our example we will illustrate that the implementation

of a specific problem in the Rice simulator is really the
matter of a behavioral definition of the agents, not classi-
cal programming. We will show just a few handler code
examples. For more complex and detailed example please
see [12].

To build the network of agents simulating power flow,
outages and non-delivered energy cost counting, we must
define 4 types of the agents:

• power source
• power line
• network node (distribution point)
• power consumer

There will be a flow of energy demand messages from the
consumer nodes to the source and energy granted messages
vice versa. Outages will be propagated automatically by the
subscription mechanism. The outage cost will be counted
on the consumer nodes.

To accomplish this we will define these actions and
properties:

• The power source agent will have only one init
property: maximal deliverable energy amount. If this
will be exceeded, the agent will fall into outage state
and no energy will be delivered further.

• The power line will just copy its input energy charac-
teristics to its output and copy demands from its output
to its input. Subscription mechanism will be used.

• The distribution point will sum the demands from its
outputs and propagate the sum value to its input.

• All agents must propagate the outage event.
• To simulate the non-delivered energy cost, every agent

will have its loses function which will be triggered on
the outage begin and in its end it will return overall
outage cost.

The XML definition of the properties of the source node are
presented in the Figure 2. The handler for the changes of
the power flow is defined in the Figure 3.

Note that no actions which should be taken according
to the outage ("rlStatus=error") are defined here –



<knowledgeBase>
<handler valueName="powerFlow">

<action type="python">
def action(self,data,*args,**kwargs):
if self[’powerFlow’] &gt; self[’maxPowerFlow’]:

self[’rlStatus’]=’error’
</action>

</handler>
</knowledgeBase>

Fig. 3: The definition of the handler that checks the amount of delivered energy of the source node (note that "&gt;" here means ">" in XML).

<action type="kqmlMessage">
<kqml performative="subscribe" language="Kqml"

receiver="$self[’inputName’]$">
<kqml performative="ask" language="Trivial"
receiver="$self[’inputName’]$" reply-with="input status">

rlStatus=?
rootCause=?

</kqml>
</kqml>

</action>

Fig. 4: An example of a node’s subscription message to receive information from another node.

they are defined in the other handler and are triggered au-
tomatically when the value of the "rlStatus" knowledge
changes.

Also informing the agent which is connected to the output
of this agent is not defined here – it will be automatically
informed about the status change because he is a subscriber
of the "rlStatus" value. An example of its subscription
message is presented in the Figure 4. This definition means
that the agent wants to be informed about every change
of the values of rlStatus (condition of the node) and
rootCause (root cause of the failure) in the knowledge
base of the agent which is to be its input. Note that only
changing of the message recipient will be sufficient to
change the input agent and thus the network topology. We
can change the topology dynamically by just changing the
recipients of the subscriptions.

Whenever the status of its input changes, the agent will be
informed about that and can react to this information with
an appropriate handler. Handler is triggered by all messages
with "input status" value in the in-reply-to field – see
this value in the above subscription definition. This handler
is defined in the Figure 5. You can see that again the handler
only changes the values of rlStatus and powerFlow.
This will trigger other subsequent actions.

4 INTERACTING WITH THE FAILURE
DATABASES AND OTHER REAL-LIFE DATA

To make the simulation process more valuable, we can use
real-life gathered data. At present time we focus our research
on the matter of using data from the power distribution
network failure databases as an input for our simulations.
The main guidelines of it will be briefly outlined.

4.1 Failure Statistics
The failure databases gather the data about the failures

taking place in the power distribution network. Rice sim-
ulator enables us to use the data about failure rate of the
particular node type as an input for the time-based internal
event handlers (failure generators). These generators also
use the values of the failure duration and its type. Tracking
of the consequences and propagation of the failures is done
by the mechanisms described formerly.

4.2 Power Consumption and Its Development
Each consumer node has a consumption function which is

used in the power demand generator. The (changing) power
demand is propagated through the network and it is com-
pared with the distribution abilities of the particular nodes,
causing failures or not. The actual power demand placed
on the particular node is measured in real-simulated-time
and not preliminary defined, thus it can be a complicated
function of the (possibly dynamically changing) network
topology.

4.3 Non-delivered Energy Cost
Based on the real-life observation, we can define a loss

function of particular nodes, which is used for counting
the overall losses of the consumer nodes based on their
type. Again the standard Rice knowledge change handling
mechanism is used for triggering of the loss function for a
particular agent. Storing loss values to the event databases
allows the system to make a summary and graphical pre-
sentation of all losses at the end of the simulation.

This way we can get summary loss for the network even if
it dynamically changes its parameters during the simulation
process, which could be hard to get if we had used a
computation-only approach.



<handler inReplyToFilter="input status" theOnlyAction="yes">
<action type="python">

def action(self,data,*args,**kwargs):
messageContent=data[’messageContent’]
inputStatus=messageContent[’rlStatus’]
if inputStatus ==’outage’ or inputStatus ==’error’:

self[’rlStatus’]=’outage’
self[’powerFlow’]=0

</action>
</handler>

Fig. 5: An outage handler definition.

5 CONCLUSIONS
We have been carrying out the observing and analyzing

of failures from the majority of distribution areas from the
Czech Republic and one from the Slovak Republic at the
research workplace of the Technical University of Ostrava
since the year 2000. We have tried to unify data processed to
enable the comparison of results and to create a statistically
more important database.

The result of analyses does not have to be only the
determination of the rates and the mean durations of failures
for particular items of equipment, but also the obtaining of
other pieces of information being important for operators,
such as the oftenest cause of failures, areas of the greatest
amounts of unsupplied energy, etc. The larger the data range,
the more accurate will be statistical results. That is why
we would be glad to have also a possibility to enhance the
databases by data from other countries.
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